
 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Nazdar p/n: 
BSMINIPTQT 
$5.50 ea. 
 
 
 

Nazdar p/n: 
BSORIGINAL1G 
$7.93 ea. 

 
 
 
Nazdar p/n: 
BSSUPERG5G 
$9.93 ea. 
 
 

 
Nazdar p/n: 
BSMONSTER5G 
$12.71 ea. 

 
 
 
 
 
Nazdar p/n: 
BSSPOONSS 
$22.43 ea. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Nazdar p/n: 
BS2LIDREMOVER 
$78.33 ea. 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

          
 

        

   

Descriptions for the    Bucket Scoop   line of   Ink Handling Tools 
 

 
 

“Mini”  Bucket Scoop   2” wide blade by 2 ¾” long flat scoop area, 8 ½” overall length  

   anodized  bright green color                        

  special rigid aluminum – will never rust 
 

 
 

 “Original”   Bucket Scoop    -  most popular ink tool  -  1 to 5 gal. 
3” wide blade by 4¼” long flat scoop area, 12 ¾” overall length 

  handle is easy clean-up and extremely solvent resistant                                                               

 special rigid aluminum – will never rust 
 

 

  “Super”  Bucket Scoop  -  wider blade -  holds more ink  -  5 gal. & up 
4 ½” wide blade by 4¼” long flat scoop area, 12 ¾” overall length 

 handle is easy clean-up and extremely solvent resistant  

 special rigid aluminum – will never rust 

                
 

 

 “Monster”   Bucket Scoop  -  for volume ink transfer - 5 gal. & up 
      4 ½” wide blade by 6” long flat scoop area, 15 ¾” overall length 

 handle is easy clean-up and extremely solvent resistant  

 special rigid aluminum – will never rust 
 

                          

 

  “Lancer”  Bucket Spoon  - Stainless Steel -  for INK TRANSFER - 5 gal.& up  
      3” x  3” spoon  x  20” long overall length 

 angled “face” on spoon end  -  ideal for scooping out the last bit of ink in deep containers 

 hole in handle for hanging  –  stainless steel - will never rust 

 removes ink from the bottom CORNERS  of buckets and drums 

 handle is easy clean-up and extremely solvent resistant   
                                                                   

 

  

“D2”  Bucket  Lid Remover -   for removing the lids from most 1 & 2 gallon Buckets 

Designed for limited use without cutting the “tabs”  or removing the pull tab - if normally required - 

Can be used repeatedly once tabs are cut or pull tab is removed. Rugged aircraft grade aluminum. 

Unique side Jaw opens gaps from 1/16”- dual Jaws open wider lid-to-bucket gaps.  
 Stainless steel and aircraft grade fasteners for long life 
 10” overall length with padded handles 
 Maximum Jaw opening 1 ¾” 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
     

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

    
 
            Use the side Jaw for NARROW gap lid to bucket flange            Use forward facing Jaws for WIDE gap lid to bucket flange 
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Designed 

for 

1 & 2 

gallon 

buckets 

 

TOOLS  for Ink Handling 

The  Bucket Scoop  hangs on the inside edge of the container with the unique 

patented “Monkey Thumb” ~ making it readily accessible and keeping the handle clean.   

                      Save time!  Save ink!  Save money! © 

 



 

 

Nazdar p/n: 
BSSIDEWINDER 
$30.71 ea. 

Nazdar p/n: 
BSGATORGRIP 
$17.64 ea. 

Nazdar p/n: 
BSYLSPREADERS 
$4.40 pkg. (6) 

Nazdar p/n: 
BSGRNDGATORGRIP 
$19.93 ea. 

Nazdar p/n: 
BSGRNDSPREADERS 
$5.60 pkg. (6) 

INK  RECOVERY  TOOLS: 

“Sidewinder”  Bucket  Scraper -    INK Scavaging from Buckets - 1 gal.& up
 2 ea. 3” x  6” adjustable Spreaders included -  20” long overall length (handle is 18” long) 

Gator Grip™ CLEAN-UP   tool for Screens and Squeegees 
The Gator Grip CLEAN-UP  comes with two (2) 3 x 5” wide spreaders  ™ 

- handle with spreader installed  -  9” overall length
handle anodized in (2) shades of  green -  “jaws” 1 ½” wide 

rigid aluminum construction  -  solvent resistant spreaders for long life and easy clean-up 

 SPREADERS  for  Gator Grip  (above)    3” x 5” size  (6) / package

extra  Spreaders  for the Gator Grip clean up tool  -  in a zip-bag 

HDPE for long life  -  rounded corners  -  no sharp edges to cut screens or squeegees 

Gator Grip™ GRANDE’   CLEAN-UP tool  for  Screens  and  Squeegees
 The Gator Grip GRANDE’  comes with two (2) 3 x 6” wide spreaders 

- with spreader installed  -  10” overall length
handle anodized in (2) shades of  green -  “jaws” 4 ½” wide 

rigid aluminum construction  -  solvent resistant spreaders for long life and easy clean-up 

SPREADERS   for Gator Grip GRANDE’  (above)   3” x 6” size    (6) / package 

extra  Spreaders  for the Gator Grip GRANDE’  clean up tool  -  in a zip-bag 

HDPE for long life  -  rounded corners  -   no sharp edges to cut screens or squeegees 
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Adjustable and lockable 

spreader positions for best 

useage angle.  

Save TIME 

Save INK 

Save MONEY ! © 

TOOLS  for Ink Handling Page 2 of  2 

Easily recover the ink from a 5 gallon bucket 

with the long handle keeping  hands clean. 

TM


